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Introduction
Aims of the series:

• To support non-specialist teachers who 
have no previous experience of teaching 
dance or movement

• In addition, to support specialist teach-
ers by providing a rich supply of carefully 
structured movement ideas

• To give your group a wide and varied ex-
ploration of different types of movement

• To foster creativity so that children can 
respond through movement to music, po-
etry, story or their own emotions, using 
their own ideas

• To introduce children to a wide diversity 
of music

• To encourage co-operation and group 
work within the class

• To develop an aesthetic appreciation of 
dance as an art form

• To encourage better co-ordination, con-
trol and balance and other movement 
skills

• To practise listening, sequencing and 
movement memory.

Dance and the National Curriculum:

Dance Workshop targets the dance objec-
tives of the Physical Education curriculum at 
Key Stage 2. The National Curriculum out-
lines:

Knowledge, skills and understanding:
1 b) perform actions and skills with more 
consistent control and quality
2 a) plan, use and adapt strategies, tactics 
and compositional ideas for individual, pair, 
small group and small team activities
3 a) identify what makes a performance ef-
fective
Breadth of study:
6 a) create and perform dances using a 

range of movement patterns, including those 
from different times, places, and cultures

Dance Workshop is an ideal means to provide 
these opportunities. Also links to equivalent 
levels and objectives in Scotland (Curriculum 
for Excellence).

Using the programmes:

Programmes are available to order (for UK 
schools and other academic institutions only) 
on pre-recorded cassettes and CDs. Further 
information is available at this page of the 
School Radio website:

www.bbc.co.uk/schoolradio/ordercd

Programmes are also available as audio on 
demand from the BBC iplayer for 7 days fol-
lowing transmission (check above for dates).

The audio on demand is a reliable service 
that allows you to listen to the programme 
‘streamed’ over the internet. This means that 
you can play the programme to your class 
direct from a computer, or from a hifi  by con-
necting the output of the computer into a 
suitable input on the amplifi er (which offers 
enhanced sound quality) or by connecting the 
computer to an interactive white-board.
 
Using the audio on demand service is just as 
fl exible as using a pre-recorded cassette or 
CD of the programmes. You are able to pause 
the programme whenever you wish and also 
scroll forwards and backwards through a pro-
gramme to locate other sections or to listen 
to sections again.

Some tips for teachers:

• Get involved! Your enthusiasm and / or 
participation will make a huge difference 
to the children’s overall effort and re-
sponse.
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• Be familiar with the structure of the pro-
grammes. Read through these Teacher’s 
Notes before using a programme and, if 
possible, listen to the programme or sec-
tions of it before using it with the class.

• Listen carefully for instructions. The pro-
grammes include a number of pause 
points where you are encouraged to switch 
off the programme to either discuss or 
practise with your group. These pause 
points are clearly marked in the content 
grids for each programme (beginning with 
the words ‘Pause programme’ in bold let-
tering).

• Take control. Feel free to stop the pro-
gramme as frequently as you’d like to 
repeat sections, extend ideas or focus on a 
particular sequence.

• Keep control. Discipline your class as you 
normally would a PE lesson or hall activity. 
Encourage real commitment to producing 
stylish and creative movement by the end 
of each session.

• Show off! The fi nished dances as assem-
bly presentations or end of term perform-
ances.

Using these Teacher’s Notes:

These Teacher’s Notes include a detailed con-
tent grid for each programme. The informa-
tion includes:

CD / Track – use this column to navigate each 
programme. Programmes are close to 20 
minutes in length and are made up of several 
CD tracks (if you are using the programmes 
from pre-recorded CDs).

Movement content – detailed information on 
the actual movements included in each se-
quence. This column also indicates clearly 
when you are expected to pause the pro-
gramme to practise or discuss.

Teacher guidance – offers practical advice on 

how to get the best out of the programmes 
with suggestions for assessment.

Hall time:

You will need considerably more hall time 
than the actual length of the programmes. 
About 40 minutes should be ideal.

What to wear:

Dress as if for PE: bare feet and shorts and T-
shirt, or loose layers that can easily be peeled 
off.

Feedback:

We welcome your feedback, ideas and sug-
gestions. You can contact us at:

BBC School Radio
4th Floor, Bridge House
MediaCityUK
Manchester M50 2BH

Or can can email us at this page of the web-
site:

www.bbc.co.uk/schoolradio/contactusform
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Unit 1: Wonders of the 
world 
Introduction:

A three part unit that explores six wonders of 
the world – not just architectural structures 
of the ancient human world but wonders of 
the natural world too. It’s a whistle-stop tour, 
moving westwards around the globe, starting 
in the Far East. 

1: From the Great Wall of China to the 
Taj Mahal

The fi rst programme visits Asia - starting at 
the Great Wall of China where partners syn-
chronize strong but exhausted building move-
ments before linking up with other pairs to 
create their own class wall. Then the content 
moves on to the North of India where the 
serene beauty and symmetry of the Taj Mahal 
are recreated in controlled group shapes and 
balances, ending in an evocation of Indian 
folk-dance. 

2: From the Pyramids of Giza to the
Colosseum 

The second programme explores themes from 
Ancient Egypt and Ancient Rome. The dark, 
mysterious passages of the Great Pyramid of 
Giza are explored between group sequences 
inspired by hieroglyphs and stylized Egyptian 
wall paintings. Then the massive circular form 
of the Colosseum in Rome provides a set-
ting for partners to perform a carefully cho-
reographed, slow-motion combat sequence 
inspired by the gladiatorial games.

3. From Machu Picchu to the Great 
Barrier Reef 

Programme 3 crosses the Atlantic further 
west to the mountains of Peru where, at the 
mysterious Machu Picchu, we reconstruct an 
Inca astronomical Temple of the Sun amidst 
rock-outcrops and follow a folk-dance trail 
to the summit of Huaynu Picchu. Finally, our 
westward journey continues to the coast of 
Australia where we explore steps and path-
ways infl uenced by aboriginal dances, and 
create sequences inspired by the natural un-
derwater world of the Great Barrier Reef.   
 
This is a journey of the imagination, so it will 
be valuable to provide classroom and re-
search opportunities for children to see imag-
es of the six settings (before each programme 
if possible) and to discover relevant evidence 
for themselves, using books, video and the 
internet. Finding out about the cultural, his-
torical and environmental backgrounds for 
each location will add greatly to the rich mix 
and quality of movement.   

5
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1. From the Great Wall of China to the Taj Mahal

CD1 
Track

Content Teacher Guidance Assessment

1 Brief series introduction. The presenter describes the global 
journey from the Far East, moving 
westwards to explore ancient, early 
or faraway cultures.

Does everyone have an 
idea of some of the plac-
es and people involved?

2 Warm-up: 
Energetic step-hop – on the spot 
to practise, then travelling through 
the spaces.
Step right foot down, then hop on 
it as you lift your left knee up into 
the air.  Repeat on the other side.

Gently stretch warmed up 
muscles – keep back straight and 
slowly bend legs to lower body 
down and up.  Perform controlled 
body twists and arm stretches.

Lift your knees high as you step-hop 
through the spaces – swinging your 
arms loosely by your sides.

Only stretch as far as is comfort-
able.

Is everyone feeling 
warmed up and ready for 
action?

3 In pairs: 
Building the Great Wall. Lift-
ing and laying foundation stones 
and building short wall-sections 
as if using scaffolding, hoists and 
pulleys.  Stretch arms and upper 
body out in different directions, 
then pull back on imaginary rope.  
Use both hands to hold imaginary 
ramming pole and use strong, 
exaggerated pounding actions to 
compress the earth.

Pairs create their own building se-
quence using practiced movements 
and own ideas.

Synchronize movements with parter 
some of the actions can be per-
formed together and some in simple 
canon (i.e.one just after the other).

Listen to one another’s ideas and 
work together to create fi nal se-
quence.

Are partners collaborating 
well, and varying speed 
and level to patterns in 
the music?

Can partners co-operate 
to create an effective fi nal 
sequence?

4 Across the land.
Join pairs (each side-by-side) 
across or around the room to 
make a class “great wall”.
Pupils pass a movement along the 
wall from one person to the next – 
refl ecting the Great wall’s beacon-
system of communication towers.

The movement (clap, stamp, wave 
or turn) moves down the class line 
and back again – like a Mexican 
Wave. 
Everyone needs to focus and pay 
attention here.

Does the movement pass 
smoothly along the line?

6
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5 Travelling to the Taj Mahal in 
Northern India.
Class line snakes through the 
spaces to drum and tabla rhythms, 
then divides into groups of 5 or 6.

Weave the class line in and out of 
the spaces.
Listen carefully and, as you move, 
add rhythmic step-patterns in time 
with the tabla rhythms. You can also 
twist and turn at different levels.

Does the class move 
together in time with the 
music?
Can pupils get into 
groups of 5 or 6 quickly 
and without wasting 
time?

6 & 7 In groups of 5 or 6:
Taj Mahal. Use hands and feet to 
trace intricate patterns in the air 
and on the fl oor – refl ecting the 
Taj Mahal’s fi nely decorated marble 
surfaces.

Work with your group to create 
harmonious shapes, based on 
architectural symmetry and 
balance. Combine body-shapes 
to include fl oor-squares, rising up 
to pointed arches and a central 
dome. Use arms and fi ngers to 
evoke decorative patterns.

Use different levels – bending low 
and stretching tall.

The Taj Mahal is an immense but 
delicate shrine, at the end of four 
huge gardens with waterways. It is 
particularly beautiful at night and in 
the early morning when its marble 
surfaces refl ect the sun with chang-
ing colours and shadows. 

Did each group focus 
on creating symmetrical 
and synchronized move-
ments?

8 Indian celebration. 
Develop some of the above ele-
ments and add a few traditional 
steps and moves in a more rhyth-
mic group circle-dance, moving 
around a central “drummer”. 

For moves infl uenced by traditional 
Bhangra, some dancers can add 
snake-head movements; others 
may circle around a foot that stays 
still; and others may improvise in 
response to the tabla and santoor 
rhythms.

Is the dance picking up 
energy?
Are the dancers re-
sponding to each other’s 
moves?

9 Cool down.
Keep back straight and slowly 
bend legs to lower body down 
towards the fl oor, then carefully 
kneel down.  Sit back on heels 
and, with hands on fl oor next to 
feet, push body up and look at the 
celing.  Hold stretch for a few sec-
onds then sit back on heels again.

Slowly tip body forward as you 
slide hands out along the fl oor 
in front of you.  Hold the stretch 
as you take a few deep, gentle 
breaths.  Relax.

Gradually increase the stretch – 
don’t overdo it! 

Close your eyes and imagine the 
smooth marble surfaces of the Taj 
Mahal refl ecting the warm colours of 
the morning sun.

Is everyone relaxed after 
gradual and controlled 
muscle stretch?

7
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2. From the Pyramids of Giza to the Colosseum

CD1 
Track

Content Teacher Guidance Assessment

10 Warm-up: 
Repeat energetic step-hop moves 
from the previous programme – 
on the spot to practise, and then 
travelling through the spaces. Step 
right foot down, then hop on it as 
you lift your left knee up into the 
air.  Repeat on the other side.

Gently stretch warmed up muscles 
– Stand with feet wide apart, toes 
pointing out to the sides.  Rest 
hands on right knee and slowly 
bend it down and out to the right 
side.  Hold stretch for a few sec-
onds before repeating on the other 
side.

Lift your knees high as you step-hop 
through the spaces – swinging your 
arms loosely by your sides.

Only stretch as far as is comfort-
able.

Is everyone feeling 
warmed up and ready for 
action?

11 Pyramid of Giza (in groups of 
about 3-4).
a.  Exploring the tunnels - Stay 
close to your group and explore 
the dark tunnels of the pyramid.  
Use hands to feel along walls as 
you creep slowly and nervously 
forward.

a.  Look anxious and scared - hunch 
shoulders and keep looking around 
you.
Travel with small, nervous steps.

a.  Is everyone collabo-
rating and working well 
together?

12 - 14 b.  The Queen’s Chamber  - Join 
together with the rest of your 
group; bending knees, ankles, 
elbows and wrists to create sharp, 
angular group shapes inspired by 
Egyptian hieroglyphs and symbols. 

c.  Exploring the tunnels – Get 
back into group line, bending low 
to explore the tunnels again.

d.  The King’s Chamber - Each 
group devises a linear “side-on” 
freeze inspired by Pyramid wall 
paintings of Egyptian animals, as 
well as hunting and battle scenes. 

b.  Create right angles with arms 
and legs. Link with others in your 
group to create sharp, angular 
shapes.
Add contrast by using different lev-
els – some kneeling, some reaching 
out to the sides, and some stretch-
ing high.
 
c.  Bend knees a bit and crouch 
body forward to creep single-fi le 
along low, narrow tunnels.
 

d.  Work together to create imagi-
native, stylised group freezes.

b.  Is there a good mix of 
angular group shapes us-
ing different levels?

c.  Do group members 
move together with ease?

d.  There should be 
a range of identifi -
able shapes within each 
freeze.  Did pupils under-
stand the linear ‘side-on’ 
concept?

8
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12 - 14
cont’d

e.  Exploring the tunnels – Back in 
group line to explore twisting and 
turning tunnels.

f.  The Mystery Chamber – Move 
towards imaginary doorway with 
the rest of your group and push 
away the heavy stone that’s block-
ing your escape.

e.  Group lines should weave this 
way and that through the spaces.

f.  Show plenty of effort with facial 
expression and body tension as you 
use your hands or shoulder to push 
the heavy stone away.

Each group should work 
as a team to move imagi-
nary stone in time with 
the sound effect.

15 From Egypt to Rome
Group lines travel through the 
spaces, gradually linking up to 
form a big, class circle represent-
ing the Roman Colosseum.

Ensure the circle is well-spaced and 
even.  Hold hands with the people 
on either side of you, and lift your 
arms high - like the arches of the 
Colosseum. 

Could groups link 
smoothly together to 
form the spread out class 
circle?

16 Slow-motion Gladiators
Remember circle positions as a 
fl oor-plan for performance. Then 
pairs spread out to fi nd rehearsal 
positions to practise and develop 
a slow-motion gladiatorial combat 
sequence, one being a “Secutor” 
(with imagined sword and shield) 
and the opponent being a “Retia-
rus” (with trident and net). 

This controlled “slow-combat” 
sequence is to be enacted without 
contact,

Can partners co-operate 
and control their move-
ments enough to perform 
the combat sequence 
without touching? Do 
they respond to sounds 
and rhythms in the per-
cussive music?

17 Reconstruct the Colosseum circle, 
then repeat the music for several 
pairs at a time to perform their 
slow “combats” within the class 
“amphitheatre”, in various combi-
nations. 

Is there a good contrast between 
the “Secutor” and “Retiarus” move-
ments?

Are the gladiators per-
forming with skill and 
style, not just aggres-
sion?

18 Cool down
Sit up straight and stretch both 
legs out on fl oor in front of you.  
Stretch both arms up above head.  
Slowly lower arms and upper body 
down towards legs.  Hold stretch 
for a few seconds before sitting up 
straight again. Point and fl ex toes 
a few times before stretching legs 
out wide to make a V shape on the 
fl oor.  Stretch arms up again and 
slowly lower arms and upper body 
down.  Hold the stretch for a few 
seconds before sitting up straight 
again. Point and fl ex toes a few 
more times, and then relax.

Only stretch as far as is comfort-
able.

Everyone should feel re-
laxed and ready to return 
to the classroom.

9
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3. From Machu Picchu to the Great Barrier Reef

CD1 
Track

Content Teacher Guidance Assessment

19 - 20 Warm up:
Repeat energetic step-hop moves 
from the previous programmes – 
on the spot to practise, and then 
travelling through the spaces.

Gently stretch:
– Stand with feet shoulder width 
apart and arms stretching out 
to the sides.  Slowly swing body 
round from waist to the left side, 
hold, and then repeat swing to the 
right side.
- Swing alternate arms down to 
touch diagonally opposite toes.
Stretch both arms forward, bend-
ing body forward from the waist.  
Hold stretch for a few seconds, 
then stand up straight and relax.

Keep your body relaxed as you 
step-hop through the spaces – arms 
swinging loosely by your sides.

Only stretch as far as is comfort-
able.

Pupils should feel warmed 
up and ready to dance.

21 - 22 Machu Picchu (in groups of about 
3-4).
Develop building actions and sup-
ported body-shapes from pro-
gramme 1 to evoke a combination 
of natural features (e.g. asym-
metrical rock outcrops, peaks, 
caves, springs), with measured 
man-made forms, and geometrical 
shapes in precisely carved stone 
walls. 

About fi ve centuries old, the “lost 
city” of Machu Picchu was begun by 
the Inca king Pacahuti and includes 
temples for priests, astronomers 
and ceremonies.
Select the best building moves and 
group shapes to create a short se-
quence that can be repeated to the 
end of the music.
Work out a good starting and fi nish-
ing position for your group dance. 

Are your movements ad-
justed to the pace of the 
music?

Do group members work 
together and listen to 
each other when creating 
their sequence?
Are the fi nal sequences 
polished and effective?

23 Dance-trail to Huaynu Picchu 
(gradually forming a long line).
Following an appointed lead-danc-
er, use small, rhythmic, shuffl ing 
steps, swinging shoulders from 
side to side with the music, to fol-
low a mountain-trail leading to the 
summit of a nearby sacred peak.

Decide on the point of destination 
before starting! The lead-dancer can 
then follow curving pathways on this 
journey. All dancers put hands on 
hips while shoulders and upper body 
twist gently from side to side with 
each rhythmic step.  
Feet hardly lift off the fl oor.

Are the shoulders turning 
from side to side, to the 
left then right (following 
the beat of the music) 
while feet shuffl e for-
wards?

24 On the move: Pathlines and 
Songlines
The Inca inspired shuffl ing steps 
are now transformed into energet-
ic, stamping steps, infl uenced by 
Australian Aboriginal dance. 

Individuals explore different path-
ways across the fl oor, varied by 
lifting knees, making light kicks, 
reaching hands low to the ground or 
lifting them high to the sky.

Are rhythmic movements 
synchronized to the beat 
of didgeridoo and clap-
sticks?

10
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25 The Great Barrier Reef: Coral 
Cities (in pairs)
Use fi ngers, hands, arms, legs and 
whole-body movements to evoke 
a richly diverse world of undersea 
creatures and plant-life.  Focus on 
changing levels and delicate pat-
terns that interact with each other. 
Respond to the unexpected tim-
ing of sounds and patterns in the 
quiet, gradually shifting music. 

The Great Barrier Reef, on the North 
east coast of Australia, is formed 
by colonies of “polyps” (tiny marine 
animals with exoskeletons), living 
together to make a vast undersea 
“wall”. The channels between it and 
the coast are a complex eco-system 
with molluscs, crustaceans, sea-ur-
chins, sponges, starfi sh, rays, algae 
and tropical fi sh.

Are your movements 
responding to the musi-
cal sounds and to each 
other, like the interactions 
of real underwater life-
forms?

26 The Great Barrier Reef:  Under-
water World (in changing 
groups). 
Develop the above actions as 
you move individually around the 
space, infl uenced by a range of 
larger underwater life (especially 
rays, shark, dolphins), exploring 
varied pathways, levels, and hid-
den corners of the space. 

Perform both parts of the se-
quence – Coral Cities and Under-
water World

At times you will “shoal” together”, 
at other times drift apart in your 
own directions;  reacting and inter-
acting with one another. 

Aim for a smooth transition between 
both parts of the sequence.

Are your movements 
mainly fl uid and continu-
ous, while also making 
unpredicatable twists and 
turns?

11
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Unit 2: We’ve got talent
Introduction:

Everyone has a dance talent – as a choreog-
rapher, performer, team-member or critic! 

This unit provides pupils with the skills to 
create and perform a group dance inspired 
by the successful participants and winners of 
popular TV talent and dance shows such as 
Diversity, Flawless and Juke Box Juniors.  

Some discussion about what makes these 
dances popular and successful in advance 
of the practical sessions will help the pupils 
understand the features of effective perform-
ance and choreography. These programmes 
focus on good team-work, positive attitudes, 
creativity and recognising individual strengths 
and talents

Each programme starts with an appropriate 
warm-up. Pupils develop their confi dence and 
dance vocabulary by learning set sequences 
which they can practise, develop and per-
fect. They will also have a chance to explore 
a range of actions and create their own se-
quences. 

Pupils with prior experience will have the 
opportunity to work at a faster rate and add 
their own material. In the fi rst programme 
pupils concentrate on partner work, and in 
the second they work collaboratively and 
creatively to build short group dances. 

Performance skills will include practising and 
refi ning partner and group work to achieve 
good timing and spacing, as well as refi ning 
the technical and expressive features of the 
contemporary/urban dance style such as en-
ergy, attack, rhythmic phrasing, precision and 
co-ordination.

4: Practise pairs

Summary:

• Warm-up:  Stretch arms forward and 
then pull back – as if rowing a boat.  Per-
form at single and then double time.  
Rhythmic jogging on the spot.  Combine 
rowing and jogging movements to create 
an energetic sequence.

• Sequence 1: Footwork.  Partners learn 
a sequence of basic urban style dance 
steps to practise, develop and refi ne.  
(Step right…and close.  Step right…and 
close.  Big step forward…and cool pose.  
Slide left…and close.  Slide left…and close.  
Jump around.  Jump around.)

• Sequence 2: Disarming. Partners learn 
a sequence of arm gestures to practise, 
develop and refi ne.  (Punch right!  Punch 
left!  Block!  And lock!  Right fi st down… 
Left fi rst down… Superman!  Cool pose!) 

• Sequence 3: Freestyle. A chance for 
pupils to use their own dance ideas and 
skills, individually or as a pair, to create a 
short sequence together.

• Cool down:  A sequence of slow, smooth, 
sustained stretches.

12
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4. Practise pairs

CD2 
Track

Music Content Assessment

1 ‘Get up an dance’ - 
Simon Holland

Warm-up:
Stretch arms forward and then pull back – as 
if rowing a boat.  Perform at single and then 
double time.  
Rhythmic jogging on the spot.  
Combine rowing and jogging movements to 
create an energetic sequence. 

- Can pupils perform the 
arm actions with energy 
and accurate timing?
- Are they able to combine 
the rowing and jogging 
movements while maintain-
ing the correct timing with 
the music?  
- Pupils should feel warm 
and ready to work!

2 - 5 ‘Hittin’ Switches’ Sequence 1:  Footwork
Partners learn a sequence of basic urban 
dance steps:  Step right...and close. Step 
right...and close. Big step forward...and cool 
pose. Slide left...and close. Slide left...and 
close.  Jump around.  Jump around.
They practise on their own and with a 
partner to achieve good timing, clarity and 
energy.

For the fi nal dance, there’s enough music 
to perform the sequence 3 times.  Partners 
could take turns to perform (in canon) and 
then perform together (in unison). 

 - Pupils should lift knee 
high and stamp foot down 
with each step.
- Can pupils tip their body 
back as they take a big, 
exaggerated step forward? 
- Do partners co-operate 
well and share ideas to cre-
ate the fi nal sequence? 
- Do partners perform their 
sequence with accurate 
timing and confi dence?

6 - 7 ‘Lace Ya Boots’ - Lang & 
Cunningham

Sequence 2: Disarming
Partners learn a sequence of arm movements 
to practise, develop and refi ne: Punch right! 
Punch left! Block! And lock! Right fi st down... 
Left fi rst down... Superman! Cool pose! 

They practise to achieve precision.

Partners could add a wider range of arm ges-
tures e.g. shrug, point, fl ick, slide, punch.

In the same pairs, they choose to refi ne the 
original sequence or develop it by adding 
their own ideas and/ or performing at single 
or double time.

                         
- Can partners remember 
the moves and perform 
them in time with the mu-
sic?
- Are they able to select, 
add and refi ne moves to 
create their own sequence? 
- Is their fi nal sequence 
performed with street 
dance attitude and confi -
dence?

13
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8 ‘Dynamite’ - Taio Cruz Sequence 3: Freestyle
Pupils try out some favourite moves such as 
popping, robotics or slow-motion actions. 
They could incorporate individual skills – us-
ing movements from martial arts, tap dance 
or gymnastics. 
They perform individually, one at a time, or 
as a pair. 

- Do partners listen to and 
support one another?
- Can pupils use their 
strengths and skills in other 
areas; adapting them to 
create their own freestyle 
dance sequence?

9 ‘Smooth Move’ - Lang & 
Cunningham

Cool down:
Slowly lower head down towards chest...
Keep rolling down through spine to curl body 
over and down towards the fl oor. Bend knees 
and crouch low in curled over position. Put 
both hands fl at on fl oor in front of you...and 
stretch legs back one at a time... Bend 
elbows and lower body down onto fl oor... Use 
hands to push body up again...and tilt head 
back to look at ceiling... Carefully lower body 
back down onto fl oor, and relax. 

 - Are the stretches per-
formed gently and with 
control?
- Pupils should feel relaxed 
and calm.

14

5: Performance groups

Summary:

• Warm-up: Repeat the strong boat rowing actions practised in the previous programme – 
stretching both arms forwards and then pulling them back. Travel through the spaces with 
rhythmic jogging steps but each time the presenter says ‘stop and row!’, jog on the spot 
and perform the strong rowing movements with the music.

• Sequence 1: Footwork. Recall the set sequence then work in groups of 4 to share,    de-
velop and combine each other’s ideas. Develop group relationships through spacing and 
timing. Practise and refi ne.

• Sequence 2: Disarming. Recall the set 8 count sequence of arm movements practised in 
the previous programme. Work in the same groups of 4 as above to select, add and devel-
op ideas – focusing on group spacing, relationships and timing.  Consider a group forma-
tion – perhaps using different levels (standing, kneeling, sitting) – that best shows off the 
actions.

• Sequence 3: Freestyle. Working in the same groups of 4, dancers take turns to show-
case their favourite street dance moves or show off skills and talents such as martial arts, 
tap dancing or gymnastics moves. Each group needs to decide on transitions – dancers 
could perhaps tag one another with an exaggerated high fi ve to swap over and an order – 
who performs when.

• Finishing Touches: Groups consider effective group shapes to start and fi nish the dance.
• Final Performance: In same groups of 4 for a fi nal performance of the complete dance:  

Sequence 1: Footwork – Sequence 2: Disarming – Sequence 3: Freestyle.
• Cool Down: A sequence of smooth, sustained stretches on the fl oor.
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5. Performance groups

CD2 
Track

Music Content Assessment

10 ‘Housebreaker’ - Simon 
Holland

Warm-up:
Repeat the strong boat rowing actions prac-
tised in the previous programme – stretching 
both arms forwards and then pulling them 
back. Travel through the spaces with rhyth-
mic jogging steps but each time the present-
er says ‘stop and row!’, jog on the spot and 
perform the strong rowing movements with 
the music.   

Do pupils respond quickly 
to the presenter’s instruc-
tions – jogging on the spot 
and rowing with the music?

11 - 12 ‘Hittin’ Switches’ Sequence 1:  Footwork
Partners recall the set sequence from the 
previous programme: Step right...and close.  
Step right...and close. Big step forward...and 
cool pose. Slide left...and close. Slide left...
and close. Jump around. Jump around.

Pairs combine to form groups of 4. They 
share, develop and combine each other’s ide-
as - developing group relationships through 
spacing and timing. Options include:  canon, 
contrast, symmetry, opposite directions, dif-
ferent levels, pathways. 

Practise and refi ne.

 - Can partners remember 
the sequence?
- Are pupils able to share 
ideas and work together ef-
fectively in bigger groups?
- Do pupils use an effec-
tive range of choreographic 
techniques to make their 
group sequence varied and 
interesting to watch?
- Is the fi nal sequence 
performed with accurate 
timing and street dance 
attitude?

13 - 14 ‘Lace Ya Boots’ - Lang & 
Cunningham 

Sequence 2: Disarming
Recall the set 8 count sequence of arm 
movements practised in the previous pro-
gramme.  
Work in the same groups of 4 as above to 
select, add and develop ideas – focusing 
on group spacing, relationships and timing.  
Consider a group formation – perhaps using 
different levels (standing, kneeling, sitting) – 
that best shows off the actions.

- Did partners remember 
the sequence accurately?
- Did they co-operate well 
and listen to one another’s 
ideas?
- Were they able to agree 
on key decisions relating to 
movements selected, 
spacing, timing, formations 
etc?

 

15
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15 ‘Dynamite’ - Taio Cruz Sequence 3: Freestyle
Working in the same groups of 4, dancers 
take turns to showcase their favourite street 
dance moves or show off skills and talents 
such as martial arts, tap dancing or gym-
nastics moves.  Each group needs to decide 
on transitions – dancers could perhaps tag 
one another with an exaggerated high fi ve 
to swap over, and an order – who performs 
when.

They practise and refi ne this section to fi t 
with the music.

- Did group members share 
the music fairly to allow a 
roughly equal performance 
time for each dancer?
- Did they encourage and 
support one another?
- Was the sequence varied, 
energetic and interesting to 
watch?

Finishing touches:
Pupils select effective group shapes to start 
and end the dance. Options include: spread/
close, different levels, line/square/diamond.

- Did each group agree an 
effective starting and fi nish-
ing position?

16 - 18 ‘Hittin’ Switches’

‘Lace Ya Boots’ - Lang & 
Cunningham

‘Dynamite’ - Taio Cruz

Final performance:
In same groups of 4 to perform the complete 
dance: Sequence 1 Footwork: – Sequence 2: 
Disarming – Sequence 3: Freestyle

- Were the transitions from 
one sequence to the next 
well thought through?
- Did each group perform 
with energy, slick timing 
and heaps of confi dence?
- Did they enjoy and were 
they pleased with their per-
formance?

19 ‘Smooth Move’ - Lang & 
Cunningham

Cool down:
Roll onto tummy and stretch out straight 
along the fl oor.  Put hands fl at on fl oor under 
shoulders and slowly push top half of body 
up to look at ceiling.  Hold stretch for a few 
seconds before gently lowering body back 
down onto the fl oor.  Relax with deep, gentle 
breaths.

 - Are stretches slow, 
smooth and controlled?
- Pupils should feel relaxed 
and calm.

16
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Unit 3: Art and dance
Introduction:

A unit of 3 programmes with dance sequenc-
es inspired by different forms of art from 
different times and places. 
 
Programme 6 focuses on street art – from 
controversial graffi ti by artists like Banksy, 
to public mosaics and enormous sculptures 
such as Antony Gormley’s ‘Angel of the 
North’.
 
Programme 7 takes a journey through art 
history – from the stylised drawings of the 
Ancient Egyptians, to the expressive paint-
ings of Vincent Van Gogh and the geometric 
designs of Mondrian.

And programme 8 looks at art around the 
world – from fi nely crafted African bronze 
sculpture, to Brazilian Capoeira and Chinese 
Lion and Dragon dances.

6. Street art

Programme summary:

• Warm up:  Practise energetic, rhyth-
mic marching and jogging steps on the 
spot.  Then, travel round the room with 
a sequence of 8 marching steps forward, 
followed by 8 jogging steps on the spot.  
Finish with slow, full body stretch and 
shake out.

• Sequence 1  Graffi ti:
• Background:  Inspired by the controver-

sial work of surreptitious street artists 
such as the famously anonymous Banksy 
who is quoted as saying: “Graffi ti is about 
the most honest way you can be an art-
ist.  It takes no money to do it, everyone 
can understand it, and there’s no admis-
sion fee.”

17

“Bus stops are far more interesting and useful 
places to have art than in museums.  Graffi ti 
has been used to start revolutions, stop wars, 
and generally is the voice of the people who 
aren’t listened to.  Graffi ti is one of those few 
tools you have if you have almost nothing.  
And even if you don’t come up with a picture 
to cure world poverty, you can make some-
body smile...”

“Some people want to make the world a better 
place.  I just want to make the world a bet-
ter looking place.  If you don’t like it, you can 
paint over it.”

“I’ve done gallery shows and, if you’ve been 
hitting on people with all sorts of images in all 
sorts of places, they’re a real step backwards.  
Painting the streets means becoming an actual 
part of the city.”

The programme points out the anti-social side 
of graffi ti and the growing practise of provid-
ing agreed sites where street artists can work 
without upsetting anyone.

• Movement: The dance sequence starts with 
pupils slowly tracing large letters or shapes 
onto an imaginary sheet of card or plastic 
to make graffi ti stencils. When the music 
changes, pupils use quick, energetic spray-
painting actions – stretching, twisting and 
turning their body through different levels 
and directions.

• Sequence 2  Sculpture:  
• Background:  Inspired by the process of 

shaping or combining materials to create a 
3d sculpture.

  
• Movement:  Partners take turns to slowly 

and carefully move and position one an-
other’s body to create their own living 3d 
sculptures. They focus on creating an im-
posing, angular shape – arranging limbs 
into straight lines and angles like Antony 
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Gormley’s ‘Angel of the North’, or a smooth, curved, rounded shape – inspired by the 
sculptures of Henry Moore or Barbara Hepworth, or a fl uid, balanced shape designed to 
move in the air – like the mobile sculptures of artists such as Alexander Calder.

• Sequence 3  Mosaics:  
• Background: Pictures and patterns made from combining small pieces of glass, stone, 

metal or plastic.  The tough, durable qualities of mosaics means they can be touched or 
even walked on – perfect for public places. 

• Movement: Pairs from the previous sequence join to form groups of 4. Each group forms 
a follow-the-leader line to walk along a smoothly curving or sharply zig-zagging pathway 
- creating their own mosaic fl oor pattern. When the music gets faster, they jog along their 
chosen pathway before getting into a group mosaic shape to fi nish.

• Cool down:  Smooth, controlled leg stretches.

6 Street art

CD2 
Track

Music Content Assessment

19 - 20 ‘You’re all I ever 
wanted’ - Basehunter

Warm up:
 Practise energetic, rhythmic marching and 
jogging steps on the spot.  Then, travel 
round the room with a sequence of 8 march-
ing steps forward, followed by 8 jogging 
steps on the spot. Finish with slow, full body 
stretch and shake out.

- Can pupils march and jog 
in time with the music?
- Are they able to count 
the steps in their head to 
perform the sequence ac-
curately?

21 - 23 ‘In this light and on this 
evening’ - the Editors

Sequence 1 Graffi ti:
The sequence starts with pupils slowly trac-
ing large letters or shapes onto an imagi-
nary sheet of card or plastic to make graffi ti 
stencils.
When the music changes, pupils use quick, 
energetic spray-painting actions – bending, 
stretching, twisting and turning their body 
through different levels and directions.

- Can pupils keep their 
movements slow, controlled 
and exaggerated?
- Did they use the space 
well?
- Were they able to show a 
strong and sudden contrast 
between the 2 sections?

24 - 25 ‘The well-tempered 
Clavier’  - J S Bach; 
Prelude No 1 in C Major

Sequence 2 Sculpture:
 In pairs – sculptor and sculpture. Partners 
take turns to slowly and carefully move and 
position one another’s body to create their 
own living 3d sculptures.  As sculptor, they 
focus on creating an imposing, angular shape 
– arranging limbs into straight lines and 
angles like Antony Gormley’s ‘Angel of the 
North’, or a smooth, curved, rounded shape 
– inspired by the sculptures of Henry Moore 
or Barbara Hepworth, or a fl uid, balanced 
shape designed to move in the air – like the 
mobile sculptures of artists such as Alexan-
der Calder.

- Were partners able to 
focus on the task and co-
operate well?
- The sequence should have 
a controlled, serious quality.
- Were the sculptures inter-
esting and clearly identifi -
able with one of the artist’s 
styles?
- Did partners success-
fully fi nd a way to smoothly 
swap roles?

18
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26 - 27 ‘Aerodynamic’ - Daft 
Punk

Sequence 3 Mosaics:
Pairs from the previous sequence join to 
form groups of 4. Each group forms a follow-
the-leader line to walk along a smoothly 
curving or sharply zig-zagging pathway - 
creating their own mosaic fl oor pattern.  
When the music gets faster, they jog along 
their chosen pathway before getting into a 
group mosaic shape to fi nish.

- Were group members 
able to step together at the 
same time, following the 
beat of the music?
- Could they stay together 
when the walking step 
changed to a jogging step?
- Were the pathways clear 
and identifi able?
- Did each group form an 
interesting mosaic shape to 
fi nish?

28 ‘Nightvision’ - Daft Punk Cool down:
Smooth, controlled leg stretches. - Could pupils focus and 

control these gradual, gen-
tle stretches?

19

7 Art through time

From the stylised drawings of the Ancient 
Egyptians, to the expressive paintings of van 
Gogh, and the abstract geometric designs of 
Mondrian, artists have used different styles 
and approaches to express their ideas. This 
programme develops dance sequences 
inspired by some of the key features of these 
contrasting styles and approaches.

Programme summary:

• Warm-up: Recall movements from the 
previous programme to travel through 
the spaces with a sequence of 8 strong 
marching steps forward, followed by 8 
energetic jogging steps on the spot. Fin-
ish with slow, full body stretch and shake 
out.

• Sequence 1: Stylised drawings of the 
Ancient Egyptians

• Background: The walls of palaces, tem-
ples and tombs were often covered with 
stylised paintings of Egyptian Gods, battle 
scenes, and depictions of everyday life. 
Artists followed strict rules – for example, 

when drawing a person, they drew the 
head and legs from the side - in profi le, 
but the upper body was always seen 
from the front with arms held in a bal-
anced or symmetrical position.  

• Movement: Partners face each other 
to practise and then mirror one an-
other’s angular Egyptian poses on 
different levels – kneeling, standing or 
stretching tall. NB Back should remain 
straight with upper body facing partner, 
but legs, feet and head should turn to 
face the side. Partners select favour-
ite poses and work out ways to move 
smoothly from one pose to the next to 
create a sequence which can be re-
peated again and again with the music. 

• Sequence 2: Post Impressionist artists 
• Background: Vincent van Gogh (1853-

90) and Henri Matisse (1869-1954) 
used colour to express emotions and 
feelings. Pupils develop this idea by 
colouring their movements to express 
feelings of sadness, anger, fear, excite-
ment, etc.
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• Movement:  Pupils walk through the 
spaces but colour their movement to show 
how they feel as they move to different 
pieces of evocative music – scared and 
nervous, happy and relaxed, or brave and 
adventurous. Pupils develop this idea by 
choosing their own movements to colour – 
building a contrasting sequence that re-
fl ects the mood and qualities of the differ-
ent pieces of music. Everyone freezes in a 
cool James Bond inspired pose to fi nish.

Sequence 3: Abstract art  
Background: Artists like Mondrian (1872-
1944) and Kandinsky (1866-1944) explored 
the geometrical elements of paintings - focus-
ing on line, shape and colour.

• Movement:
• Mondrian’s Grid. Imagining the fl oor of 

the room to be the canvass, pupils travel 
along vertical and horizontal lines to cre-
ate the impression of a grid.  Each time 
they meet someone else, they turn sharp-
ly away from one another to continue their 
journey. (Turns should be 90 degrees, 180 
degrees or 270 degrees to maintain the 
horizontal and vertical lines of the grid.)

• To add visual interest and variety to the 
sequence, the class is divided into 3 
groups - a, b and c. The presenter tells 
the different groups when to move along 
the grid or remain still.

• Geometric Group Shapes. Using different 
levels and different parts of their body, 
pupils lean on, join together or support 
one another to create geometric group 
shapes. 

• Cool down: Keeping legs straight, slowly 
curl body over, rolling gradually down 
through the spine. Bend knees and care-
fully kneel down with hands fl at on fl oor 
under shoulders.

20

• Tuck head in towards chest and use 
tummy muscles to lift and arch back.  
Hold stretch for a few seconds and then 
release.  Sit back on heels and slide 
both hands forward along the fl oor. Hold 
stretch for a few seconds, release, and 
relax.
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7. Art through time

CD3 
Track

Music Content Assessment

1 ‘You’re all I ever 
wanted’ - Basehunter

Warm up:
Practise energetic, rhythmic marching and 
jogging steps from the previous programme.  
Travel through the spaces with a sequence of 
8 marching steps forward, followed by 8 jog-
ging steps on the spot.  
Finish with slow, full body stretch and shake 
out.

- Can pupils remember the 
timing of the marching and 
jogging steps? 
- Do they perform the now 
familiar sequence with en-
ergy and confi dence? 

2 - 3 ‘Ancient Egypt’ mood 
music

Sequence 1:  Stylised drawings of the 
Ancient Egyptians
Partners face each other to practise and 
then mirror one another’s angular Egyptian 
poses on different levels – kneeling, stand-
ing or stretching tall. NB Back should remain 
straight with upper body facing partner, but 
legs, feet and head should turn to face the 
side. 
Partners select favourite poses and work out 
ways to move smoothly from one pose to 
the next - creating a sequence which can be 
repeated again and again with the music. 

- Are partners able to focus 
and mirror one another’s 
poses accurately?
- Did partners co-operate to 
work out smooth transitions 
between selected poses? 
- Were they able to set their 
sequence so that it could be 
repeated?

4 - 5 ‘Die another day’
‘At the river’ - Groove 
Armada
‘James Bond theme’

Sequence 2:  Post Impressionist artists 
Pupils walk through the spaces but colour 
their movement to show how they feel as 
they move to different pieces of evocative 
music – scared and nervous, happy and re-
laxed, or brave and adventurous.
Pupils develop this idea by choosing their 
own movements to colour – building a con-
trasting sequence that refl ects the mood and 
qualities of the different pieces of music.
Everyone freezes in a cool James Bond in-
spired pose to fi nish.

- Did pupils vary the speed 
and quality of the move-
ments to convey the mood 
of the music?
- Were they able to use ap-
propriate body tension and 
facial expression?
- Did they use the space 
well, showing an awareness 
of other dancers?

21
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7 - 8 ‘Rhinestone Eyes’ - 
Gorillaz

Sequence 3:  Abstract Art 
Mondrian’s Grid 
- Imagining the fl oor of the room to be the 
canvass, pupils travel along vertical and 
horizontal lines to create the impression of 
a grid.  Each time they meet someone else, 
they turn sharply away from one another 
to continue their journey. (Turns should be 
90 degrees, 180 degrees or 270 degrees to 
maintain the horizontal and vertical lines of 
the grid.)
- To add visual interest and variety to the 
sequence, the class is divided into 3 groups - 
a, b and c.  The presenter tells the different 
groups when to move along the grid / remain 
still.    
Geometric group shapes 
- Using different levels and different parts 
of their body, pupils lean on, join together 
or support one another to create geometric 
group shapes.  

- Did pupils use the space 
effectively?
- Were the turns sharp and 
accurate; maintaining the 
lines of the grid?
- Did groups respond 
quickly to the presenter’s 
cues to move?

- Were dancers able to 
remain completely still 
when it was not their turn 
to move?

- Did dancers co-operate 
and work sensibly together?

9 ‘Nightvision’ - Daft Punk Cool down:
Keeping legs straight, slowly curl body over, 
rolling gradually down through the spine.  
Bend knees and carefully kneel down with 
hands fl at on fl oor under shoulders. Tuck 
head in towards chest and use tummy mus-
cles to lift and arch back – like a cat. Hold 
stretch for a few seconds and then release.  
Sit back on heels and slide both hands for-
ward along the fl oor. Hold stretch for a few 
seconds, release, and relax.

- Pupils should imagine 
rolling down through each 
vertebrae of the spine.
- Did their tummy muscles 
contract to lift and arch 
their back?
- Pupils should aim for slow, 
controlled stretches.

22

8 Art Around the world

Today’s dance sequences are inspired by an 
exciting and diverse selection of art forms 
from different parts of the world – from fi nely 
crafted African bronze sculptures, to Brazilian 
Capoeira, and Chinese lion and dragon dances.

Programme summary:

• Warm-up: Repeat the marching and jog-
ging sequence from the previous pro-
grammes – it’s 8 strong marching steps 
forward, followed by 8 energetic jogging 
steps on the spot. Finish with slow, con-
trolled plie (keep back straight and bend 
knees to lower body down towards the fl oor 
– arms stretched out to the sides to aid 
balance.)

• Sequence 1: Brazilian Capoeira
• Background: The Brazilian art of Capoe-

ira combines elements of martial arts, 
music, and dance.  Capoeira requires 
strength, control, fl exibility and rhythm 
to create a fl uid, continuous perform-
ance.

• Movement:
• The Ginga – (literally means: rocking 

back and forth; to swing). Partners face 
one another to learn and practise this 
main Capoeira move together:

• Step left foot back as left hand swings 
round in front of face – moving weight 
back onto left foot. 
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• Bring left foot forward again to original 
position and step right foot back as right 
hand swings round in front of face – mov-
ing weight back onto right foot.

• Keep upper body movements light and 
steps bouncy so that body swings smooth-
ly back and forth in a continuous, fl uid 
motion.

• Partners maintain eye contact and use the 
Ginga step pattern to circle one another.  
They could bend knees and tip upper body 
forward slightly to lower their centre of 
gravity.

• The rhythm of the music dictates the 
rhythm of the movements.

• Sequence 2: Chinese Lion and Dragon 
Dances

• Background:
• The Lion – A pair of lion statues, believed 

to have protective powers, traditionally 
stood either side of the entrance in front 
of Imperial palaces, tombs, temples and 
government offi ces.

• The Dragon – The traditional symbol of 
the Emperor of China, representing power, 
strength and control.

• Lion and Dragon Dances have become an 
important part of Chinese celebrations and 
are often both performed at festivals such 
as Chinese New Year.

• Movement:
• The Lion Dance:  Pairs form the Lion – 

one person at the front, representing the 
head, and the other person at the back.

• Pairs practise a few movements and bal-
ances on the spot – rolling over, stretching 
tall (person at the front stretches tall while 
the person at the back bends knees to 
crouch low).

• Pairs walk together following fi gure of 8 
fl oor pattern.

• The Dragon Dance:  3 or 4 pairs join to-
gether, standing one behind the other, to 
form a long Dragon line.

23

• Group members practise passing a move-
ment down the line – stretching tall and 
then crouching low, one after the other, to 
animate the dragon with a wave-like mo-
tion.

• Dragon lines continue this wave-like mo-
tion as they travel forward through the 
spaces with small, rhythmical steps.

• Sequence 3: Benin Bronze Sculptures
• Background: During the 17th and 18th 

centuries, the Kingdom of Benin in West 
Africa was at the height of its power. The 
royal palace was decorated with the most 
fi nely crafted bronze plaques and sculp-
tures showing detailed scenes from eve-
ryday life. These sculptures were made by 
the ‘lost wax’ method – where a perfect 
wax model was fi rst moulded by hand, and 
then surrounded with clay. When the clay 
dried hard, the wax was melted out of the 
middle. Molten metal – that’s metal heated 
until it turns into liquid – was poured into 
the clay mould to make the fi nest, detailed 
sculptures.

• Movement: Pupils curl up small – like a 
ball of wax. They slowly move and mould 
their body to create their own detailed 
wax model. When the music gets louder, 
they travel freely through the spaces – like 
melted wax or molten metal.

• Cool down: Sit up straight with legs 
stretched straight out in front.  Stretch 
arms up above head, and slowly lower the 
top half of body down towards legs. Only 
stretch as far as is comfortable  Hold the 
stretch for a few seconds, release and 
relax. 
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8. Art around the world

CD3 
Track

Music Content Assessment

10 - 11 ‘You’re all I ever 
wanted’ - Basehunter

Warm up:
Repeat the marching and jogging sequence 
from the previous programmes – it’s 8 strong 
marching steps forward, followed by 8 ener-
getic jogging steps on the spot. Finish with 
slow, controlled plie (keep back straight and 
bend knees to lower body down towards the 
fl oor – arms stretched out to the sides to aid 
balance.)

- Pupils should be able to 
perform this now familiar 
sequence with energy and 
confi dence. 

- Was the plie slow, accu-
rate and controlled?

12 - 14 ‘As I am’ - Alicia Keys Sequence 1: Brazilian Capoeira
The Ginga (literally means: rocking back and 
forth;  to swing). Partners face one another 
to learn and practise this main Capoeira 
move together:
- Step left foot back as left hand swings 
round in front of face – moving weight back 
onto left foot.  
- Bring left foot forward again to original 
position and step right foot back as right 
hand swings round in front of face – moving 
weight back onto right foot.  
- Keep upper body movements light and 
steps bouncy so that body swings smoothly 
back and forth in a continuous, fl uid motion. 
- Partners maintain eye contact and use the 
Ginga step pattern to circle one another.  
They could bend knees and tip upper body 
forward slightly to lower their centre of grav-
ity.
- The rhythm of the music dictates the 
rhythm of the movements.

- Dancer’s body should 
spring forwards as their 
weight is transferred.
- Did dancers co-ordinate 
the movements of their 
hands and feet?

- Can pupils relax their body 
and link the movements to 
create a smooth fl owing, 
continuous sequence?

- Were partners able to 
maintain eye contact and 
respond to one another as 
they circle round together?
- Did partners add a few 
stylised turns of martial 
arts moves to develop the 
sequence?
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15 - 17 Traditional Chinese 
lion and dragon dance 
music

Sequence 2:  Chinese Lion and Dragon 
Dances
The Lion Dance: Pairs form the Lion – one 
person at the front, representing the head, 
and the other person at the back.
- Pairs practise a few movements and bal-
ances on the spot – rolling over, stretch-
ing tall (person at the front stretches tall 
while the person at the back bends knees to 
crouch low).
- Pairs walk together following fi gure of 8 
fl oor pattern.

The Dragon Dance:  3 or 4 pairs join 
together, standing one behind the other, to 
form a long Dragon line.
- Group members practise passing a move-
ment down the line – stretching tall and then 
crouching low, one after the other, to ani-
mate the dragon with a wave-like motion.
- Dragon lines continue this wave-like motion 
as they travel forward through the spaces 
with small, rhythmical steps.

- Could partners synchro-
nise and co-ordinate their 
movements and travelling 
steps to make their lion 
look convincing?
- Could they colour their 
movements to convey a 
mood of celebration?

- Were pupils able to focus 
and work together in a 
bigger group?

- Did they remain aware of 
and use the space well?

18 - 19 ‘Drifting Away’ - 
Faithless

Sequence 3: Benin Bronze Sculptures
- Pupils curl up small, like a ball of wax.  
They slowly move and mould their body to 
create their own detailed wax model.  
- When the music gets louder, they travel 
freely through the spaces – like melted wax 
or molten metal.

- Did pupils gradually mould 
their body into interesting 
shapes?
- Did they react quickly to 
the change in the music?
- When travelling, did they 
remain sensitive to other 
dancers and use the space 
well?

20 ‘Nightvision’ - Daft Punk Cool down:
Sit up straight with legs stretched straight 
out in front.  Stretch arms up above head, 
and slowly lower the top half of body down 
towards legs.  Only stretch as far as is 
comfortable  Hold the stretch for a few 
seconds, release and relax.

- Do pupils keep their legs 
straight on the fl oor as 
they lower their upper body 
down?
- Pupils should feel calm 
and relaxed.
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Unit 4: Music resources
The two fi nal programmes of the series of-
fer extended music sequences, allowing you 
to practise and perfect the dances without 
Richard Lloyd-King’s instructions...and then 
perform then to other classes or the school!

9. Music resources 1

CD3 Tracks 21 - 43

10. Music resources 2

CD3 Tracks 44 - 57
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